
A digital platform that leverages equipment and user data to 
offer comprehensive service solutions for construction 
equipment throughout its lifecycle.

“Develop your business with MY DEVELON”



One-stop  
Integrated 
Solution
MY DEVELON aims to enhance convenience by integrating 
traditionally separate areas. It provides a comprehensive solution 
that consolidates all equipment information and  
digital services onto a single platform.

Personalized 
Service
MY DEVELON applies personalization to dashboard 
widgets and report content, tailoring information 
according to the user s business role for a customized 
experience. 



Additionally, it provides customized services based on 
your work environment and job type, introducing a 
more convenient and tailored experience compared to 
the previous uniform service structure for you.

Scalable 
Platform Services
MY DEVELON is designed to be versatile 
and adaptable, allowing for expansion beyond 
its initial services through customer data, integration 
with external digital services, and advancements 
in technology. 



Particularly, its widgets and beta services stand out 
by enhancing scalability, accessibility, 
and deliverability, providing a flexible foundation 
for future growth and innovation.

Why My Develon



Benefits

* This is the actual service screen.

*This service can be accessed in certain countries, and the scope of service may differ depending on your country and region.

OPERATION

You can easily access and manage equipment information and maintenance costs on the 
platform anytime, anywhere. Retrieve details such as location, uptime, utilization, and fuel 
costs based on field data, enabling efficient work planning by considering the progress  
at the job site.

HEALTH

Based on reliable manufacturer information, you can have checklists for each usage cycle  
and receive replacement cycle reminders for consumable parts. In the event of equipment 
defects, you will receive notifications and can request service immediately. This ensures swift 
service support from certified DEVELON dealers and minimizes machine idle time.

E-COMMERCE

You can purchase a variety of digital products and certified genuine parts for your equipment 
online. Elevate your experience by subscribing to our exclusive digital services.

LIBRARY

Saving your time to find all the documents about your equipment. We provide monthly 
operation reports, manuals, parts books and more. This helps you to access to a wide 
range of information and knowledge of your equipment.



mydevelon@hd.com
mydevelon.com

Download the MY DEVELON mobile app and get going.


Integrating multiple digital services, the MY DEVELON 

Mobile App lets you effortlessly stay on top of your fleet 

from anywhere, at any time — all from your palm.



This service can be accessed in certain countries and the 

scope of service may differ depending on your country 

and region.

Develop your business  
with My Develon
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